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Many a linn that in»« >ay.< there i-no
thing in Newspaper Advertising for us,”
will find within the next few years that
there has been much in it. for others in
the «imc line,
1» not now your
opportunity*

Manv u firm that never gave such an ex
penditure a serious thought a few years
ago. now counts its Newspaper Adver
tising appropriation as one of it* most
necessary (and most profitable) outlays.
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THE GEORGIA CRACKER.
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give estimates and furnish designs tor al’ account swimming organs, etc. Land tal. The venomous Texan tarantula, ous evergreen tree, which grows in tlie ago, his widow returned to Pbiladel-I' prejudice; hospitable, helpful, tender,
classes of work. On June 1, a shop will be
reptiles also l>egan to develop in huge in spite of all discussions to the con West India island*. This tree was said pbia, where she now resides, a lovely j quaint and true, the Georgia Cracker
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no one knows, but it may have been door spider nest. There seems to be a and it was generally supposed that a her personal beauty and the charming on the Hudson or the Carrolls of th«*
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gle for existence; they had all they is harmless, which is certainly erron had the same effect as the application to talk of her intimacy with Clay, and
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idea of its power and fleetness. During 'our poison sumach, affects some per followed the custom of the time—her the now. He didn’t watch his thatch
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What the mammals are in the scale the day it moves slowly and clumsily sons more seriously than other*. It is acquiesence thereto was inevitable; it roof rot like the Arkansas settler—he
for Commercial
kept constantly on band at lowest living Special Accommodations
of creation today the reptiles were in in tlie dazzling light, but when dark said that the smoke from burning man was her fate and she does not regret It. went to work and repaire«! it. He was
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living upon plants, others were car panion. Repeated statements have botanist, was bliud for a few days after has promised (if we are correctly In lordly air of a Peter Stuyvcsant and
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HAVING SEVERED MY CON- nivorous, preserving existence by de credited it with leaps of three feet or he had gathered some of the leaves of formed) to bequeath these precious lit kept the pledge all the rest of the year
vouring their vegetable-eating cousins. more. In the year 1870, or near that the tree on the coast of Florida, and erary relics, with permission to publish with the stern stoicism of a Snartau.
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